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• A fine, professionalfaculty
•· Updated,.comprehensive materials-yoU£s to .keep
• A p[an of attack for· each test question type ·
• Extensive study exercises with full-length simulated test·
•· Flexible schedul'es.arranged to'meet ihdi'vi'dua[ need:;
• Low eost and gt~arantee for the best training: available

: CLASSESFORMINGNOWFORTHE
•
JUNE 23 LSATAND THE JULY 7
:
GMAT. CALL OR WRITE FOR
FURTHER INFORMATION.
:

••

John Sexton·s Test Preparation Center
:
9812 Mary Ellen PI. NE
• ~.. Albuquerque, New Mexi<:o 87lll
: ~ 293·7220
292·31§4
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fur the l.SAT. GMA'r. GRE' and SAT
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TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

04117_.

SHOP HElP' WANTED, ~uU & patt-lim<
pmlilil'ln" available. Apply- in; J1C-I'lnm· only at: Dntacoo. ·

nate

~*************************~*******~

ACROSS
1' Damsel
5 Orbit point
10. Elect units
t41taly's Moro
15 Ontario
canal
16 Gall
17 Druid: monument
19Greek
goddess
21l Coin.fort
2.t Farm animat
22 Strip
23 Dark
25 Exclamation
26lot
311 Perched
31 Sheriffs'
groups.
34 Land units
36.San.36Demon
39 French.
phrase:
a words
42 Mate animal
43Rowed
«:·Killed
45-Tr'ait
47- Moines
49' Vanished
50 Pile
51 Binge

53 Calif. city
55 Ant genus:
Var.
56 Bacon por-.
lion.
61 Metaf,
62 Ore source:
2. words
64Stigma
65 Preposition:
Po.et.
66Armbone
61' Tree home
68Cioth
69Aim.
DOWN
1 Mafority
2Choirmember
3Falsegod
4 Spanish title
5 European
capital
li Before
?Darkroom.
need:2:
words
8Pig
~Simmer

tntowers.
1t Thousandth:
12Excuse
13Chair
18 Old Fren.cll.
coin

UNlTEO Feature Syndicate
Monday.os Puzzle Solved:

24 Stevedore
25 Dolts
261pso.27 Pustule:
Rare
28Great
29 Always:
Poet.
31 Sports gp.
32 Girl's nickname
33Exhaust
351cecream
portion
37'Seniot
40 Chinese dy-

nasty
41 Sprite
46. Anti: Poet.
48 Tranquil
St Harriet
Beecher52Lug
53 Feline
54· French river
55 Performs
'51 Complacent
58 Hawaiian:
city
59 Sicilian re~
sort
60 Authenttc
63 Fix prices

DY BILL .ROBERTSON
In a 12-hour shooting match
Monday night, the ASUNM Se.nate
allocated close to a quarter of a
million dollars for fiscal year 1979·
80.
Faced with declining ·full-time
student enrollments which sub·
sequently reduced its bankroll, the
Senate was caught between a rock
and a hard place. in funding 26
groups which themselves were
fighting inflationary' pressures.
Thus, few of the groups
requesting financial support· from '
student government Monday came
away satisfied.
As former ASUNM President
Damon Tobias said; ''It's action
and reactioh: when you add to one
group you cut another."
Monday's principal victims were
the large-budget groQps, . most
easily identified by KUNM and the
LOBO.
. The radio station, attempting to
maintain the forward momentum
exemplified by its recent affiliation
with National Public Radio, asked
for $58,000 but received $42,000.
"We are trying to develop a selfsustaining program economically,"
said station manager Paul Mansfield . . ''Last year's $58,000
brought in more than $100,000; this
is bringing us financial in-·
dependence."
Likewise the LOBO, which took
a $10,000 Cl!t ·last year, suffered a
deflationary blow. The newspaper
asked for $110,000 but received
$24,576.
Some of the smaller groups
benefited from these cuts, such as
the Inter-Fraternity Council, the
Lobby Committee and ASUNM
Duplicating · Center. Others,
struggling along for the past year
on a wish and on Senate appropriations, fared poorly.
Unhappily, the trend seenis
unlikely to abate soon.
Mike Roeder, associate director
of the SUB and executor of
ASUNM's funds, said 'he expects
the Senate to have $8,000 less to
work with next year.
"The big groups will continue to
grow,"' he said. "If ASUNM were
to continue to underwrite these
groups, eventually that's all they

slights
...

will be able to fund.
"At some point, ASUNM will
have to say, 'This is the best we can
do·-we can't increase your budget
while
ours is
continually
decreasing."'
·
; Compounding the problem was
an ever-widening rift between the
Senate and ASUNM President
Mimi Swanson.
Though she prepared a complete

subject to
student vote
1979-80
$42,000

KUNM

actual
1978-79
58,000
(voted down
by students,
funded at 75 pet.
of year before)

ASUNM
$4900
general governmental
$28,915
salaries (fixed;. not voted upqn) · $33,815
LOBO
.
$24,576.40
Child-care Co-op
$21,520
Cultural Committee
$20,000
Speakers' Committee
$.14,771
Internatiohal Center
$12,961
NMPIRG
$10,000
ASUNM Duplicating Center
$9,770.86
Film Committee
$7,517
AGORA
$7,045
Lobby Committee
$5,875
NORML
$5,000
ASUNM Crafts Shop
$4,906.40
Res; Halls. Stud. Assn. ·"
$4,350
Student Veterans
$3,811
Kiva Club
$3,657
Black Student Union
$3,509
Inter-fraternity Council
$3,500

La's· t AS'

., · d.

·-

.In erVJeW By Se ·

n.

.,

. '----~~------~

31,854
21,5000
20,000
15,006
14,5W
48,350
2,246
6,876

6,068
1,235

o·

1,729

3,500
2,683
6,192
3,294.
I ,282
(combined
with PanheUenic
3,688
335

0
I, 125

0

4,125
649
(combined with lFC) 0
2,268
I ,580

0

Total $252,248~46

ASA Gallery Assistant Director - receive the maximum," Hurley
Jim Hurley resigned his post said, "I deCided that .it would be
easier to make one budget proposal
Tuesday because, he said, ASUNM
. senators "jock around the to ASUNM and wait until fall to
request funds from GSA.
organizations for their own · inFisher said tuesday the $4800
terests."
proposal
was made only as a
In the wake of a lengthy, much''tactical
move" to en'sure the
debated ASUNM budget meetipg,
group's
core
request. "If he meant
Burley said he was tired of seeing
on the funds
he
was
depending
groups who serve the entire
($4800)
he
should
have
told m~,"
University community sacrificed in
.
he
said.
favor of "those who serv~ themselves."
,--'-------,--~..--.........
"I'm tired of paying for beer
1/Ufl II'
·parties for some fraternity,"
· · . VI VI VI·
Hurley said, referring to the
•
f
proposed budgets of the InterFraternity Council and Panhellic,
both Greek groups.
All can.didates running for
ASUNM· president, vice;
liur.ley said he submitted a
budget proposal requestihg $2400
president, of senator have until
tomorrow .to contact the
from ASUNM. Vice President
Leonard· Garcia and Sen. Tom
LOBO for interviews and
Fisher later apprpached him instatements.
.
fprmally and told him. 'to request
· April 5 is. the last scheduled
the maximum of $4800.
·day for imerviews. • '·
The gallery was funded $21 SO
Candidate statemertts will be·
Monday bight,
·
tun April 10. ASUNM spring
"After Fisher told me we could . elecllon day is i-\ptU

actual
1977-78
58,000

40,000

$30,000
21,500
16,500
12.210
13,705
5,856
737.00
6,500
6,000
800
3,700
3,898
1,500
3,937

$3,344
. $3,115
$3,000
$2,745
$2,413
$2,150
$1,846

Nat!. Chicano Health Org.
Homecoming Committee
ASUNM Poetry Ser-ies
Parthellenic
A TM Business Association
ASA Gallery
Delta Sigma Pi

Director
of gallery
.
submits resignation

.

,budget recommendation, Swanson
Sens. Jeff Piper, Doug Atwell
avoided the Monday marathon.
and Eirlk Jobnson constituted the
"I 'thought my presence would minority.
.
jeopardize those groups whose
Johnson left the SUB shouting,
funding I was supporting," she . "I'm disgusted! I'm disgusted!"
said. Her recommendations wer~
The irate senator was referring to
effectively ignored.
a last-minute compromise worked
The final- vote on the budget, out during the last of three recesses
taken at 3;30 a.m. Tuesday. mor- taken by the Senate during the
ning,., was 12 in favor and three meeting,
.oppo~ed,
The logjam centered around New

ASUNM BUDGETS

t

·'
'

see.

*

2n-499a ·

8

m:eds o;nll:sper.On!t ·to· sell, litei'ary/ans publi~at_ion~
Con tat.: I Concepiion.o;. Southwc!il, Room lOS Marron.
Hall~ 277;.5656-momings.
tf/n
PART~Tll\o1EJOB gradu3lc·'ljtUL!imls only. ARemuon:'i.
and evcning.'i. Must bC' 01bk:- to. work. Friday and
Salurday. night.._. Mutit be 2l yenrt oltt AJ')ply in,.
pel'sml. no· phone- Cilll\. pk:a.o;e.. Sn'le.way, llquor

8.

04/ll

c'

1. .·

COP~

Sorority will_ ride theirbic~cks to miJc:s to mise,S2000'
for the: Clliklre:n~s Psychi:atric Center at UM.tand the
New Me.Jtil.:o--Sp«W:I. Olyml'!k:~. Please- p1edgt·-your

A['iO.- -a r.:w

clut~.:h~

277.J247•. HJ I·J494-afier6:00,

Stores o.L!704Lomas.NE. SSI:6,MenauiNE..

KAPPA. BIK&,VOJON help5 others get along •• ,April
8 at I :JOpm. Mt:mben of th~ Kappa Kappn Gamma

donatiun!li..
04106
CONCEPTIONS SOUTflWfS.T, S-PRING 1979
edition on.5::de now in. Marron· Hall.. Room:tOS.$2".00.

new.

COMMlSSIQN,

WRITERS: AN ENdUSll. Oepc:.•5ponson:d 1abloit.l is
now nt:ccptlng· poetry ttnd: prose (f~~.:tlort and non~
Jii.:uonJ ,ubntior;:o;ion~~ WI!: reque'it that work be· tY~d
and deli\i~;:n:d tu J-lumanllic-s R.m.212'. Contributori
mu\t be UNM.' students. Wt ~:annot rc.turn
manu\e.ript~.
tl7n
GRI»> PEACE IS Coming!
t[ln·
DAN~"E TO TKO livo Sunday• 7:Jo-J2:00 at THE
f:STA.Bt.ri 1-L\tENT. Drink.. dine&. d:~ncc c::~~.peric:nc:e~
(TK0will3l'io playTucs·Slil9pm·I·JOam fQrthe:·ncxt
J. week.;.). Mon1g.om~ry Pbml\obU.
tf/n
SlUOIO SPACE and STORE for >3ie-·l'Ct[cct [or

in~ctitm..

SJJOO/~c<t of'fcr,

6.

~47-'1819.

FOUND: JACKEt' INc Rm. 2018 of Fine. Ans
CaU 265·9154.

FORSAIE

Take a good took at
this 12-page LOBO. It
may be the last O/JfJ you

Residence Hall Student Association :
wiD endorse ASU~M cca~dfdates .
*Wednesday Apnl4 7.00 p •.m. ~
:.
In the Hokono upper lounge
:
:
forfurtherinfocall277·3291or
:,-

•

1.968 MERQ.JRY C'QUGAR'-good, t.::omlition--but
needs. <;omc work. CaU Z43~7JS7'or266-6475. $50()·,00·
or VW _o£comparabfe value.
trtn.
LEIO\ MJ! 5UMM F2' Sumicmn. R~:.~:cnt: fm:lory
overhaul, and I.!D!lVC~iplt.lo !i.ing!C stroke. $350 or be..,t
orrer, 262-0379 evenings and· weekends.
tt'/n'
HONUA- CIVIC STATtON w~gon, 1977', CXL'ellcnt
t:ondiliQn. Call262-0379 evc.nlngs orweekeJJd't.
tfln
L970· PLYMOUTH! DUSTER•. ru!1!> ex~;:e-lh:nt.$77$.0()~,.
266-3591.
04106
l974 VOtVO. EC'ONOMICAL-·28mpg highway,
22mpg. dty. Sa.Je-3800- pounds, d~k bm.kc-o;. Fuct

apr---~.. the next day•s edition.

1.

04:/0ti·

*

The

:

nccu_rnt~·..

n:asonahli::· •. r~$t,. 3.U:.5446.

*

Total $214,912
(incomplete)

Total $292,197
(incomplete)

Mexico Pll~G. which has ex•
perienced an almost total turnover
in personnelin the past'year.
The Ralph Nader-inspired
research group had both strident
supporters and detractors in the
Senate. Speaking in support of the
group, Vice President Leonard
Garcia surrendered his gavel to
Pro-Tern Phil Hernandez.
"I've done a lot of work with
PIRG in the past year," he said. "I
originally didn't like them, but I've
seen them get rid of a lot of·
·deadwood lately.
"We won't kill an· organization
which has a lot of potential like this
one."
Sen, Tom Fisher said PJRG had
done little for the students lately,
and should not bc'funded.
Other senators, however, said
PIRG was ASUNM's only research
group.
After much give and take, the
Senate was still not resolved, so
they took a recess.
During the interim, a last-ditch
compromise was worked out in .
Garcia's office. This deal was then
presented to a bone-weary group of
student senators at about three a.m.
The bargain involved taking
approximately $3000 from the
LOBO budget and $4,000 from
KUNM, and giving the money to
PIRG.
Sens. Atwell and Johnson
denounced the plan, but their views
went unheeded by an exhausted
Senate. The plan passed; PIRG was
funr,led $10,000.
UNM NORML, lately the subject
of administrative worry, received
$5,000 for a revised, "educational
activities" bUdget.
'At one point Johnson wanted to
fund the decriminalization group
$1, as a legal ploy to force. the
administration's hand.·
"I think we should irritate the
administration enough to force·
them to take us to court,'' said
Johnson. "I think it's import;mt we
tell the administration this money is
· ours, not theirs."
Sen. Pete Pierotti, however,
echoed the Scholes Hall line,
saying, "I think it would be
deliterious to the student body to
fund NORML when their funding
is in question."

.,

,,
I

.
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Cancer treatment studied
By BARBARA RIGG·HEALY
The UNM Cancer ~esearch and·
Treatment Center has received a
$34,344 grant fro.m the National
Cancer Institute Division of Cancer
Treatlllent to study cancer treat.ment usin$ radiation •.
"We're working to find better
ways of applying radiation.
therapy,'' said Center Director Dr.
Morton M. Kligetmart •

treatment by the use of radiation,
alone or in combination with
surgery and/ or drugs.
Data compiled from tl)e studies
done by the RTOG member centers

are sent to Thomas Jefferson
University in Philidelphia for
stptistical analysis. This information is then made available to
all the members of RTOG.

UNM p9lice investigate
·sexual assault case

The grant is a third-year con.. . .
.
. . . .
. . ..
. . · . · . ·d·
d
tinuafion of a three-year grant to . Campus pohce a~e mvesll~~ttn.g -~. sexua! assault they sa.1 occurre · at
the Center for radiation ·therapy 8:30 a.m. T~esday m the Umvemty s marned student housmg complex at
studies.
961 Buena ytsta S,E,
.
..
.
. . • .•
. .
. . The assa1lant, a plack male about 30 yeats old, left the v1ctnn and her
The Cancer :Center's studies are · four-year-old son tied up after forcing her to commit a sexual act, UNM
part of nation· wide clinical studies poUce chiefBerry•Cox said.
·
..
. .
"
conducted by the Radiation
the assailant gained entry to the apartment by asking the woman if he
Therapy Oncology Group, a could use her telephone, then pulled out a steak knife and forced the
cooperative organization of cancer .woman into her bedroom, j)olice said.
•
The woman apparently struggled with the man and broke the knife,
treatment centers throughout the
·
country. UNM's ·cancer Center is police said.
Cox said police have recovered the handle at the knikwhich apparently
one -or' 28 centers holding full
broke durillg. the fight.
.RTOG membership.
'
After forcing the' victim to commit sexual acts, the man bOund tier and
son with a piece of fabric. Cox said police did not knowhow the two·
her
'the R:.TOG fs. invesHgtning
gor.J()pse..
.
, .
tneiltods 10 iirtl)rove · cancer.
Police are investigatirtg the case.
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meetings ore held at 7:30 in Room 335

The Student Council for Exceptional ChUdren
Is puffing on a

Child Abuse
And Neglect
workshop
Whet is it?
Who does it affect?
Why should we
worry about it?
Workshop presented by
UNM doctoral student Cathe Maple

April7, 1979
10:00 a.m.· 3:00p.m.
Family Practice Center Rm. 340
UNM North Campus
Motenals w11 be proVIded

Pre-regJslrotion $5.00

Ons;te regislroltonS6 90

World News

federal
official
said Tuesday.
Harold
Denton,
chief of the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
rescue team at the site of
American's worst atomic power
crisis, said the elimination of the
bubble removed most C>f the risk to
the area
surrounding the
Susquehanna River Plant in south
central Pennsylvania.
Denton said engineers still faced
ticklish tasks - reducing reactor
pressure, lowering the reactor's
temperature without allowing
another bubble to form, removing
radiation from 200,000 gallons of
water, preventing new radiation
leaks and disposing of the ruined
reactor core.
"Each day that goes by the core
gets cooler, and without the bubble
in the core there are many (systems)
to cope with bringing the system
down," Denton said.
'-'I would say there is no longer
any liubble at the top of the core."
Denton said the hydrogen bubble
suddenly went away Sunday night
and Monday "a little bit as a result
of our actions, and a little bit
serendipity; a little bit of luck, and
a little bit of forethought."
• He said the forethought was in
stabilizing reactor temperatures,
using a jury-rigged system, and in
carefully manipulating pressure in
the reactor. The luck, he said, was
gas absorption by the water and
slow gas leakage fr.om the pressure
vessel through control rod bearings
and water .pump seals.
The hydrogen bubble was inside
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WASHINGTON-The House Budget Committee voted tentatively
Tuesday to cut nearly $3 billion from President Carter's proposed 1980
defense budget.
Democratic members of the panel voted in a caucus last week for a $4
billion cut, but the full committee, on a 15-9 vote, restored $1.1 billion.
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WASH INGTON..:...Government bank regulators Tuesday proposed four
plans that would allow Americans to earn more interest on their savings
'
including a "bonus" on passbook accounts.
The measures are "designed to help individuals obtain a higher rate of
return on their savings" at all federally insured savings and loans and
banks, a government announcement said.
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CHADWICK PHOTO

Window
blinkers

Interest improvement

The black plastic .covering the windows .on the second
floor Qf Johnson Gym began fearing away early this week in
the Af"" winds. Physical plant employees said the plastic
was mstalled to keep distracting light out of the eyes of
.table term is players in the tourn~ment held last weekend.
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Thursday, April 5

9am -3pm- SUB (Mercado)
.9am - 3pm -Psychology
3pm- 8pm -Michell Hall (concession area)
3pm- 8pm- Ortega Hall (east side)
2:30pm- 8pm -College of Education
3pm -6:30pm - AnderSQn School of Management

BURGER

KING

'.t·~· Un.ut ~tntlu.l ulu1

'*""

"..-~··'-'
....... "tt..lloi•t(oil•·<ifro..;
MI!Jiku,,,•_'·'~~' .... ·, . . -•,.-.:
~"..

Wednesday, April4

.BURGER

lt;c f~dct ai ~diiug pru:c IS based
on the average allowable dealer
profit margin, which both Lundberg and the Department of
Energy estimate at about II cents a
gallon.
The dealer association said,
however, that Lundberg had failed
to take into account the DOE's so·
called credit bank regulation.
Lundberg excluded the bank
passthrough in its survey on dealers
exceeding the average ceiling price
"because this amount ••. is
unknown and would require individual audits to determine."
The bank law allows the service
station owner to compute the costs
of pricing gasoline below the
federal ceiling at any time since the
Arab Oil Embargo in 1973-1974
and to add these credits to the
current maximum price over.a 30day period.
An official in the DOE's office of
enforcement said Lundber.g's
exclusion of the bank passthrough
as "fairly accurate."
"What we're finding is that
prices at the pump today are not
rcOcctivc of the bank credits dealers.
have accrued," the DOE official
said.

.. ....... ...• ....

Tuesday, April3

.

''Zionist' boycott

==ltlon
.
.
~--==·=·· ~·.
.·-~-~:-:~·~~~;~1!1!-~ln[ll.

Monday, April2

9am -2:30pm -School of Law
9am- 3pm -SUB (Mercado)
9am -'3Jlln -Medical Sciences
2:30pm - 8pm - College of Education
3pm- 6:30pm- AnderSQn School of Management
3pm- 8pm- Ortega Hall (east side)

ABU DHABI, United Arab Emirates-Dubai has blacklisted the film
"Saturday Night Fever" and the TV series "The Love Boat" because they
are linked to the Zionist cause, the semi-official Emirates News said
Tuesday.
Comedians Phil Silvers and Steve Al.len also were on a list of 28 films,
companies and actors designated by the Dubai's boycott of Israel office,
part of the Arab league effort to shun anyone connected with the Jewish
state.

Vol. 83

·

9am- 3pm -SUB (Mercado)
9am ."3pm- Farris Engineering Center (east side)
2:30pm- 8pm- College of Education
3p~- 8pm- Mitchell Hall (concession area)
3pm- 8pm -Ortega Hall (east side)
3pm -6:30pm -Anderson School of Management

Budget cut

vi·

•

•

. .

WASH lNGTON-With the government rejecting the idea of a back-towork order, the Teamsters Union and Management agreed Tuesday to go
back to the bargaining table in an attempt to end a three-day-old trucking
strike.
The strike-which has already equaled the longest nationwide Teamsters
walkout-shut down two auto plants and idled or shortened the shifts of
more than 67,000 workers.

bue to the difficulty that summer .and fall
grad!'ate applicants have had io meeting the
requ•rement, that graduate record examina·
lion aptitude scores be on file by March 31,
.the ~apartment ~~special education will only
requue that applicants show evidence of hav·
ing registered to tjke the APRIL 28 GRE ex·
aminatlon. Students entering under this pro
sion win be admitted for "course work only''.
This provision only applies to summer .1979
and fall 1979 ap·plicants. When GRE scores
are on file in the department of special educa·
tion, students entering In the above manner
f_! aal.change of status to the

Senate observer,

Richard Davisson is
candidate number 11,
Ken Bader is candidate
numbet 12.

9am- 3pm- SUB (Mercado)
•
9am - 4pm - Chemistry
9am - 4pm - Geology
lOam - 4pm - Biology
2:30pm.- 8pm- Cvllegc of Education
3pm • 6:30piu- Anderson School of Management
3 pm - 8 pm - Mctchell Hall (concession area)

Bargaining resumes

NOTICE:
GRADUATE APPLICANTS
TO SPECIAL EDUCATION

Richard Davi$son
was inadvertantly omitted
from the list of candidates
published in Monday's

GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOC.
VOTING SCHEDULE
&LOCATIONS

~/NEWS BRIEFS

lhe Lundberg Letter, an
authoritative private newsletter,
reported Monday that 61.9 per cent
Gasoline dealer associations said of the 12,100 full-service stations it
most senice stations are selling surveyed March 23 were selling
gasoline well below the maximum unl~aded gasoline above the U.S.
limit because few have taken ad- a~erage ceiling price.
vantage of a federal bank law
The North Hollywood, Calif.
allo,..ing stations to add the costs of
newsleuer
specializes in oil market
undercharging motorists over the
analysis
and
statistical data on
past lh·e years to the current price
gasoline.
ceiling.
Dealers also have exceeded the
•• Dealers could be charging $1 or ceiling on other grades of gasoline
$1.25 a gallon. for gasoline and still according to the latest Lundberi
be legal," said the California survey.

Federal Government agencies are involved in
some of the most important technological work
being done today.•..in energy fields, communication, transportation, consumer protection, defense, exploring inner and outer space and the environment.
Some of the jobs are unique, with projects and.
facilities found nowhere else. Salaries are good,
the work is interesting and there are excellent opportunities for advancement.
Our nationwide network can get your name referred to agencies in every part of the country.
For information about best opportunities by
speciality and location, send a coupon of your
resume to Engineer Recruitment, Room 6A11.

• • • • ••• • ••••• • • • • • • • •

pressure of more than 2,000 pounds
per square inch.. keeping the fuel
from melting and carrying heat
from the core to produce steam and
turn a turbine 'generator, But last
Wednesday, the water flow failed
briefly and crisis erupted.
·

--~...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Service Station A;socimton in San
Francisco.

Senat11 Candidate

Dr. Jerry William's slide-lecture
on "The trials, tribulations and
rewards of teaching in rural
Africa" will be presented Thur- ·
sd11y, 9:30 to 10.:45 a.m. The LOBO
incorrectly printed that the event
would be held in the evening.

Gas Report denie·d
UPI-The nation's service
station dealers Tuesday denied a
report they have been overcharging
at the pump and violating federal
price ceilings.

TYPO

Correction

Rescue team ·removes
nuclear reactor bubble

·

ENGINEERS

Washington. D.C. 20415
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the reactor pressure vessei, a
MIDDLETOWN, Pa. (UPI) cylindrical
steel tank housing the
A liltle luck and foretho11ght
combined to get rid of the reactor 36,000 fuel rels that form the core
hydrogen bubble tha.t threatened to of the n11clear furn!lce.
blow the heart of the Three Mile
Island nuclear power plant apart
Water normally circulates
and cause a catastrophe, a senior through the pressure vessel under a

Join the UNffi mountain Club
for spring season rafting, rock climbing
backpacking and parties
meeting schedule
April 4 white water rafting
AprillQ Alaska wild lands
April 25 to be announced

Coffee wJ be served
!'01 m::re t!Yc:mottoh coJ277-501S
craskm:opec. 8;1 Dept

,
', ••

' '

(U Pl)-Presiden t Carter will
The White House announced
announce his energy plans on Tuesday the President will go on
national television Thursday the air at 9 p.rn. EST Thursday. At
evening. Officials said Tuesday one point, plans for a broadcast
they include a gradual lifting of speech were scuttled by White
crude oil price controls and asking House advisers, but were revived at
Congress to tax away some of the the request of several members of
windfall profits.
Congress.

,bm>g o S:Jck lunch-on!ormaJ discuss•on dunf'9 roon hour)

c ,,

t .... ~

Carter to outline
plan for energy

i'te-reg;strat;on forms ovo~ob!e;nn
Spoc;:J! Ed Dept

, ..."·.' ·~.

'
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With Purchase of.
any Large Size Sandwich

Limit one coupon per customer.

. Void where prohibited by taw.
-Offer good at ~II Albq.
·· Burger ~ing ·Restaurants·-· ; ·
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and
sandwich
Buy any Large SIZe
I
get one .order of Onion Rings FREE
I
I
Please presentthis coupon before ordering.
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UNM Professors author book.
Editorial

Pairing rule canned
In a very wise move, the ASUNM Senate Monday night rescinded
the controversial pairing rule,
A pairing rule is used to cancel out votes when a lawmaker either
c<Jn't be present to vote or wishes to avoid a roll call vote. He then pairs
with another legislator, one voting in the affirmative for <1 particl!lar
measure, one in the negative so they void each other.
It is a convenient option when one is absent or when he is dodging a
controversial vote. It is tolerable and accepted practice in Congress and
often in state legisl<~tures. But it was hardly feasible in te ASUNM
Senate.
Sen. Phil Hernandez, who sponsored legislation to repeal the pairing
rule passed March 7, noted that the student senate is too small a body
for the pairing rule to be effective.
The senate is small enough when· senators do not attend meetings
because of work or illness; the pairing rule reduced quorum to as few as
five senators- hardly representative of the student body and its interests.

lllclude tourist facilities, outdoor
r0crcarion, motion pictures made in
New Mexico, museums, historic
sites, state governmental districts,
stale legislative districts, gubernatorial electlons and presidential

/The Perils
' of ·

electinn~.

Willi;~ms said the text will serve
.s a good source book for many
private and state 11gem;ies and
educa!i('llal institutions.
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GROWTH·OPPORTUNITY-ADVANCEMENT
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WORLDS LARGEST DISCOUNTER
RECRUITING ON CAMPUS

Opinion

If you would like to be part of the fastest grow·

Political cannibals
The Senate Finance Committee has sold the student interest down
the river. A ray of hope was expressed when those august solons
recommended $17,000 for NORML. This action was abandoned when
Swede Johnson expressed his opposition. After all, the administration's opinions take precedence over student needs in ASUNM.
NORML restructured its proposal to conform with Johnson's
reservations. But the finance committee seems to have lost its reformist
zeal. NORML's budget was castrated by these valiant representatives
of the student Interest.
It is ironic that NORML .has more support among the students than
does ASUNM. It is tragic how political expediency and administration
opinions <Jre more important than decriminalizing marijuana in
Albuquerque to some of our elected officials. It just indicated how
ASUNM is less a bargaining agent for the students than a token voice
of student representation. It's tragic how little is accomplished with
ASUNM's governance. Perhaps it is due to the fact that the University
claims it can cut off ASUNM's funding if it deems fit.
The finance committee is only part of a circus-like budgetary system,
Groups come into hearings, battling each other for a piece of the pie.
The ultimate budget is the result of political cannibalism, not the merit
of the groups seeking funds.
The premise that funding NORML would not be cost-effective is
ridiculous. Nationally and locally, i.t has been shown that the. public
backs marijuana law reform. The notion that KUNM and the LOBO
were penalized by the finance committee in order to fund NORML is
wrong. Chairman (Eric) Lucero and company were going to penalize
these groups anyway. Once the administration opposed NORML, the
committee didn't give the LOBO the $14,000 it took away from
NORML.
Let's ask a larger question: Do the students receive $14 worth of
benefit when they pay the ASUNM fee? Are their viewpoints being
represented when the administration can exercise control over
ASUNM's budget? How much representation exists when student
government has no autonomy? How can the government act as a
bargaining agent for the students, when internal politics are niore
important than educating the administration and 1he community to
student needs and concerns?
·
·
ASUNM, in its present form, is a sham. The students need a
bargaining agent, not an administration-controlled $300,000 civics
class. ASUNM has shown annually its failure to repre5ent the students.
This leads me to withdraw my candidacy for the office of ASUNM
senator and to call .for a referendum on whether ASUNM should be
abolished.
I think it is obvious what the outcome of the vote would be.
Kevin Breen

Letters

Jng retail chain in the world today, sign up now for an
interview at your placement office. K•Mart apparral
corp. operates the ladies and girls clothing depart·
ment in all K·Mart stores throughout the United
States.
With over 1500 K-Marts in the United States,
Australia, Canada and Puerto Rico we have opened
150 or more K·Marts over each of the past 5 years.
Our expansion will continue to make K·Mart
corp. the leader In the discount industry. Starting
salaries for graduates at 11,000 annually, plus a
benefit package we invite you to compare. If you
would like to be part of the fastest growing retail
chain in the world today contact your placement of·
flee for our recruitment schedule.

DOONESBURY

Inherent inequities
Editor:
It is my understanding that UNM students will be seeing a new
grading procedure, to be effective in the fall of 1979, which will allow a
student to repeat a course, and have all grades received in each attempt, averaged as part of his/her GPA. This policy has met with much
opposition from various factions among the students and faculty.
Having just reread articles from 18 past LOBO issues pertaining to the
policy· change question, there seems to have emerged three distinct
positions opposing this policy.
Admissions and regis~ration proposed that repetition of a course
should only be allowed when a student receives a "D" or an ''F" in a
course and that grades received in each attempt be averaged into one's
GPA.
One concerned student submitted a proposal which would recognize
only the student's most recent grade, be it higher or lower than
previous attempts, as best representing the student's current mastery
of the course in question, and to be the grade averaged in his/her GPA.
And finally there were those students who adhere to the current
proceedure whi'<h recognizes the .highest grade obtained in a course,
regardless of how many times this course has. been repeated, as that to
be averaged into the GPA.
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PHOTO

Geography professor Dr. Jerry Williams reviews a proof sheet of one of the many maps to
be included in his comprehensive book. "New Mexico in Maps" is scheduled to be released
by the UNM Press in June.
By CHRIS MILLER
"New Mexico in Maps," the first
book to analyze such a wide range
of the state's statistical data from
land use, to highway traffic and
suicides is scheduled for publication
in June, said one of• its authors,
UNM professor of geography Dr.
Jerry L. Williams.

Rather than attempting to defend any particular position on this
issue, as has been done in letters to the LOBO, and ever so eloquently
at the March 29 general faculty meeting by proponents of each
position, it may serve us well to direct our thinking to the questions:
What might be the ramification of such a policy? Can UNM affOrd
predicted waning student retention and in turn diminishing state
funding? Might this new policy give unfair advantage to transfer
students who can enter UNM with credit hours and no eStablished GPA
to raise?

Williams said he and UNM
history professor Dr. Paul E.
McAllister have been working on
the text since January 1978.
Helping the two professors prepare
ahd compile the HJ9 maps and write
the adjQining 'texts which will
compose the book, were 24 other
persons, ·mo.stly other UNM
professo~s and students.
·

Will our administration shift its priorities as are Written in our current
UNM Bulletin, "The University of New Mexico has as its primary
responsibility the task of serving the citizens of the state of New
Mexico ... " "The ultimate goal of college or university education is to
equip the maximum number of citizens ... "? These and otl)ers are
questions that we should be asking ·ourselves as it ·seems we are facing
ttie implementation of this neW-policy in the coming fall semester.
It seems that thiS policy has inherent in it certain inequities, may it be
proven that the .actions of the faculty senate be best for all those
concerned.
Michael Austin

No other book of maps showing
such a wide range of da.ta about
New Mexico exists, Williams said.
Williams said what he thOught
was going to be merely a job of
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Williams said he has also
travelled to every part of the state
to gather data for the project from
government officials and private
citizens.

"It has been a tremendous experience for me and I have come to
"\\- e helve already had requests appreciate the state much more,"
for the 1ext from the State Planning he said. "I have found how
completely different each section of
Department, several of the state's
universities, libraries and many of the state is."
the local city and county governments from around the .state," he
Publisher of the 250-page text is
said.·.
: the Technical Application Center
on the UNM campus. Cost of the
Williams said to prepare himself book will be $7 to $9 dollars,
for the project, he has read almost Williams said.

CHAPTEr<., XXXVI:
TNt= ASu~,_.( @,v~fT
.

everything publi~hed since 1950
about New Mexico.

T~ngue in

cheek

Editor:
The story about Apodllca getting kicked out of the dorm is beginning
to sound like Watergate, with the possibility of a presidential pardon
and all. We await results with bated breath. We know that justice will
be served, no mlltter how important the criminal, right? Will Apodaca
be forced to retire to the squalor of thE! University of Hawaii or will the
students of UNM be kicked in the face when they turn the other cheek?
· Walk softly, all, politicians have been known· to bite. We await the
·decision.
Thank you, Woo.dward and Bernstein of t~ LOSO, Whoever. you
Int.

by Garry Trudeau
~----------------_,~

compiling already existing maps of
the state into one text, t,urned out to
be a much longer and more
strenuous project.
"We assumed that none of our
Work would be original since we
thought all ·the maps we lleede~'
already existed," Williams said.
"A~ it turned oul, we ended up
making all of the maps ourselves,
including the writing of 78 articles
to accpmpany the maps."

SALT TABLETS 4.50
B&l BOTILES 2.00

Casey Optical Co.
1 -1o<"~ WP~! )I C'JUIV ll~"l'li

lo,.-,

.•

'~ .-;1 W'l~h;·,oJ 1 •>n

Drug'

205 6646

Williams said the 109 maps population dcnsity-1970, ethnic
appearing in the text will. be 'distribution-1970, family income
grouped into five topics-natural
medical
environment, historical landscapes, characteristics-1970,
facilities, infant mortality, major
population
characteristics,
rei igiou.s denominations,
economic characteristics and
educational characteristics, crime
recreation and government.
rate, ambient air quality, suicide in
Under the topic of natural en- New Mexico, cancer, and marriages
vironment will be maps which chart and dissolutions.
New Mexico landforms, temperature, climate, frost, hydrology, · Included in economic charac•
teristics will be maps on land use,
soils and vegetation.
Maps under the topic of land ownership, value of farm
·historical landscapes will include products, labor force employment,
paleontology and early man, Native energy resources: gas, oil, coal and
American settlements, Spanish uranium, public transportation,
exploration, Mexican control highway traffic, communications(1821-1846), l.and grants, railroad newspaper, radio, television and
development and .abandoned sites.
Under population characteristics telephone.
maps
included will
cover
Maps under the topic of
population growth (1930-1970), • recreation and government will

.

Decorate with
~•.. cAccents
Great Dorm and
Apartment Decor
• Blinds
• Spreads
• Hampers
• ShelVing
• Pillows
• Prints
• Posters
• Frames·
•Mugs
• Glassware
• Candles
• Tables
• Chairs
Rugs

1

FITTING YOUR MOTORCYCLE-OUT
FOR R:IDING WEATHER?;
WE STOCK A COMPLETE SELECTION:
seats
tires
shocks
seals
mirrors
sprockets
rings
gloves
plugs

safety bars
handlebars
oil coolers
e)(haust systems
saddlebags
shop manuals
air filters
brake shOes
lubricants

fairings
racks
chain
gaskets
batteries
helmets
pistons
cables
points

OFFERING THE BEST IN: QUALITY BRAND NAMES·
With Free InstallatiOn on Many Items
·

Clulllellgerllnte,.prl•e•
8206 LOMAS N E

265-8355

yourheadquartersfor: .
• QUALITY PRE-OW~ ED MOTORCYCLES
* PARTS AND ACCE.SSORIES
• COMPLETE TUNING AND OVERHAUL FACILITIES

.

•,'
•.'
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Apodaca appeal

still with Davis
UNM President William E. Davis
said Tuesday he has not yet made a
decision in the Jerry Apodaca Jr.
dormitory contract appeal.
Davis said he is studying the case
by reviewing docu.mcnts and
transcribed tapes from the Student
Standards and Grievances Committee hearing held March 21, and
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Need auto 1
insurance? :·
Call the
•
specialists! :

Insure your car with I
Criterion and enjoy I
important benefits
I
like these:
1
0 Convenient Pay- I
ment Plans
I
0 Country-wide
I
Claim Service
I
0 Dependable
I
Protection
I
0 Choice of
1
Coverages
•
Call or visit today for •

• a free rate quotation.
•
•

I

881-1688
7200 Menaul Blvd. NE
Mon-Fri 9-5i30 Sat. 9-1

1
•

I
1

: Criterion:
Insurance Company

•••••••••
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PRODUCT
DEVELOPMENT

T1m,·\ Piul.i Sl•t\i(.•L•, in ~lllilll~. K:u,~m. lm~
UJWIIiUJ.t.'o fctr tliH't' 11rududht.• hurdwnrkiu)!
t.•nJpll~'~'t" ''lui l1a1.t.• a hi,i!h inlNt.·~l und tull'lll
in tlll~dl'\~•IHJUIIL'IIl t!l fumJ prttthu,•t~.

Job Responsibilities
• llt•\"4,.•]ullllll'lll (If frm:t.•ll fHml ptlKJuc:h ft(llll
pr~~<luct t•mu:L'Jll thmt!~h lht.• il.liliniJmlthH..'·
thm l•hu~tos,
• I·;HIIUUIL'- f,•,'l:blluM rund Jlftlthtt:b fur (lf(ldtit"t
illiJifll\ L'llll'llls.

• Al"' ll':\1 lnn.n·dl~·nh.l"ur lll'W prudnl.'llo,
•l'rc.'Jillft.''lluhl'l !ruu~lllrttul uud Jll'lldllt·linlll1,r·
nmla~.

Job Requirements
~:t11Uulnic:Jo wftl1 un
UJid untrillun ur u H.S. 111
foud :•o<:ll•Jitt• \\llll t.•lilplm~l~ in fuucl" uml
1111lriliilllllt fnud dll'mhtr~·.
•lim l'll:o.trllll)t IIU.\lt' mal h I~ICkl.!;rlllllld,
~·nd i't~lllllt: tu l't•rM•IIIWI Mt.UIU!.!t•r
:JU IU :-I.•UI1h111. S;lllun.I\S ll'i.JUI.

• llau• u U.S. Jn llunw
t,•mpllll\i\ In

f1M1d~
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Eam minimum wage
work the polls ·during
spring general election
on Wednesday Aprilll
Call 277-5528 or visit
student government officeS in
suite 242 of the SUB.

* *

Nevv.asthma drug t~sted

* * * * * * *

Vote tabUlators needed
after 5:00p.m. on
Aprilll, 1979
(ASUNM General election day)

By BILL ROBERTSON . .
,
UNM's student government has funded NORML $5,000 for what
organizer Alex Kaplan calls "educational activity," but the Unive~sity
administration is reserving .Jud:•ment ·until it reviews Kaplan's rev1sed
. proposal.
The administration bec.•nw cullcerned last month when the Senate
Finance Committee of ASUNM recommended $17,000 for NORML to
mount a citywide decriminalization campaign.
..
. .
UNM Vice President Marvin ''Swede" Johnson, c1t1ng a legal opm1on
by University Counsel Pete Rask, denounced the plan. ·He said, "The
University and its student government will not and cannot support such a
project."
Rask said, "The question is one of the legal authority of a goyernme~!al
entity to spend public funds f()r political purposes. Governmental entitles
.
don 't have unll'm•'ted powers.''
Kaplan and NORML's consulting attorneys the.n .tried. a .new appro.ach
substituting "educational activities" for the decnmma I1zat10n campaign.
They .subml. tt. ed the rev·1'sed plan to ASUNM and Johnson l.ast. wee, k.
NORML asked the senate for $10;000. At Monday mght s lengthy
budget session, the senate allocated the group $5,000.
.
• "We're down to administrative costs," Kaplan said, ''an office and two
work-study students.
.
.
· "They (the administration) have accomplished th~ir pu~pose," h~ sa1d.
"I hope now they just leave us alone; I don t want a ftght ":'lth them.
Mike'Roeder, Associate Director of the New Mexico Umon and executor
of ASUNM's money, said the senate's funding o~ NO.R~L has c~eated
controversy because it raises questions about the Umvers1ty s reputation.
"l think Swede (Johnson, vice president) is already resolved that
NORML is not going to get any funds," he said. "Unless that situation
changes, the money will simply revert back to ASUNM's account."
Johnson, who received NORML's amended proposal last Thursday, was
out of town Tuesday.
University President William E. Davis said the administration wan~s to
review the new proposal to determine the pUrposes of the funds.
"We must determine what the funds will be used for," he said. "State
funds cannot be used for lobbying purposes." . .
. . . ..
.
The president added that the efforts of himself and Umvers1ty lob~y1st
Bill Weeks in Santa Fe during legislative sessions should not be categonzed
as political lobbying but as "presenting the educational needs of the institution for funding purposes."

Conceptions Southwest
UNM's LiteraryI Arts Magazine
Spring 1979 edition

On Sale Now

Voters Needed!
.
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Blue Key will hold a mandatory
final meeting today at 7:30p.m. in
SUB253.

UNM Cilizens Against Nuclear
Threat meets tonight at 7 p.m. in
231 E of the SUB.

"
i;; ;':: .,·(
· Worship service with-the United
Campus Ministries at Luther House
tonight at 8:30p.m.

An e\'ening of Blues, open poetry
and story telling reading today at 8
p.m. in the Humanities Building.

Chicano StudieS will hold a
policy board meeting at 3:30 p.m.
today.

1~

**

El Movimie'nto Estudiantil
Chicano de Aztlan ha cambiado sus
juntas para Miercoles, de cada
semana, ha las 7 p.m. en Chicano
Studies.

Chess Clu6 meets tomorrow in.
Room 231-B of SUB.

.On Wednesday Aprilll
Anytime from 9:00am to 5:00pm

r

m•r

nowlrnom,lloom1JI,Mo,ionH•Ii. Tho!obowlll•ll•mptlo
pubf/$h norlc•• th• d•v·hfore Mid rh• d11y of the meilng

National Chicano
health
Organization will meet at 7:30p.m.
tomorrow at Chicano Studies.

* * * * * * * * * * * *

Show up . at the most convenient .polling place
(engineering, Davis's lawn, La PoMda, SUB, Popejoy,
. or Mitchell Hall) and vote for ASUNM president, vic:e .
president, and~ to divide over $300,000 of your
money in the budget.

now IIER• 1111s Eo~roRtAL susM1ss1oNs POLicr:.Anr

UNM Fiesta Commiltcc will meet
tomorrow at 3:30 p.m, in Room
.211 A of the SUB. ·

Nuclear
protest
planned
A nuclear pr,otest rally will help
kick off this weekend's Nuclear
Alert Coalition. conference on the
UNM mall this Friday from noon
to 2 p.m. by the Citizens Against
Nuclear Threat.
Two guests featured at the antinuclear rally will be Charles Hyder,
a physicist, and Dean .Rainey, a
singer whose ballads are anti·
nuclear.
UNM CANT and the community
CANT chapter are sponsoring the
rally. It will protest the Harrisburg,
Penn., nuclear reactor accident and
the proposed Waste Isolation Pilot
Project in Carlsbad.
The Coalition will sponsor a
candelight vigil at Bataan Park at 7
p.m. Saturday for the people of
Harrisburg. Friday and Saturday,
the Coalition will be picketing the
Kerr McGee plant and the Public
Service Company of New Mexico.
Farrel£ Corcoran,
faculty
director of the UNM CANT
chapter said the motto for the
conference is, "We all live in
Pennsylvania. It could happen
anywhere."
Corcoran said that all students
a,nd interested persons are welcome.

Nuke lecture
cancelled
Fred Halstead, who was
scheduled to speak Thursday in the
SUB on "How to stop nukes:
Lessons from the anti-Vietnam war
movement," has cancelled the
lecture.
Halstead, former presi~ential
candidate for the Socialist· Workers
Party, will be in Barrisburg, Pa.,
the remainder of the week to
protest at the Three Mite Island
nuclear .

.

Kinko's will
laminate your
valuables
Across from UNM

. $2.00
in Marron Hall, Room 105

* * * * * * * * * * * *

Kinko's
professional typing
service
2312 Central SE

268 8515
, ..

L
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''We used to have. to send nonEnglish speaking students applying
to UNM out of state to attend an
English course before they could
come here," he.said.
Brodkey said the classes are
divided up according to the
language abilities of the students.
All areas of language skills are
worked on with on emphasis on

This method is still in the ex·
perimental stage and the results ,
have been rather mixed," Brodkey
said.
"They are .too used to being told
what to do and how .to do it,''
Brodkey said various social
activities including parties and
picnics are occassionaly organized
for the students. "One of the

Fifteen students from almost as
many countries are currently
enrolled in the program, now in its
second semester. The students pay
$900 a semester for the five hours
of instru.ction they receive five days
a week .

Kipsubai Koskei, a UNM freshman from Kenya, practices
his English with instructor Dean Brodkey.

.:h•rtsrsd prgllnl,lllion or Cllmpus grollp'
submit lin•
nounctJments nf et~snt$ or '#pilei•! mliRtlrro• to th11

I he purpose of the program is
improve the students' ability to
speak, read and write English so
that they will be able to follow a
normal course load in any
American college or university,
Brodkey said.
Before last fall, New Mexico was
the only state that did not offer
such a program for foreign
students, Brodkey saict.

conversati\)n, he saict,
Brod key
said
the
more
traditional methods of instruction-working strictly on
grammar, • trans.lation
and
audio/lingual-are not used in the
program.
One of the methods being
used-silent way- ;~s the teacher
remaining silent while he uses
various props to act out situations
which the students must then .
describe .
"When the student gets stuck on
a work the teacher or the other
students will help him to translate
what he wants to say into English,"
Brodkey said. ·
Another method, used with the
more advanced students, attempts
to prompt them into becoming
"self teachers" Brodkey said. This
method is based on the premise that
the more the students learn about
the language, the greater is their
ability to direct their own course of
studies, he saict.

By CHRIS MILLER
A program begun at UNM last
fall to teach foreign, non-English
speaking students the English
language is turning out to be ''quite
a success," says program director
Dean Brodkev.

/G.apl an P roposa··I .
·
•
•
d
elng
b

Eam $2.90 per hour
Call277-5528 or visit
Suite 242 of the SUB

i~"

Language program 'a success'

By FAITIJ COLEMAN
lungs, Theo-Dur is taken once in l(elly, assistant. professor in the
by interviewing key witnesses.
UNM College of Pharmacy, placed
A
new,
long-acting
drug
for
asththe morning and once at night.
Apoctaca appealed his case to
of
The
old
theopbylline
has
to
be
19 children from throughout New
rna,
tested
at
the
UNM
School
Davis after the grievance boarct
Medicine,
has
given
asthmatic
given
at
least
every
six
hours,
Mexico,
6-14 years old, on Theaupheld the dean of students office
children
symptom-free
relief
for
Murphy
said.
·
·
Our
for
two
weeks. On the fifth day
decision to terminate Apodaca's
"This
means
embarrassment
at
of
the
study,
they were admitted to
twice
as
long
per
dose
as
older
dorm contract.
an.d
without
side-effects.
.
.
school
an-d
exhausted
parents
who
the
UNM
Clinical
Research Center
drugs,
Apodaca had. struck' another
Asthma
is
the
most
common
·
have
to
get
up
in
the
mjddle
of
the
for
tests.
student and on a p~evious occasion
was involved in a dining room food chronic disease in children, said Dr. night to. give their child the drug," · Throughout the study all the
children maintained an effective
fight. Both actions are grounds for Shirley Murphy, assistant professor she said.
of
pediatrics
at
the
UNM
School
of
With
the
old
theophylline,
·there
blood-level of· ihe drug for 12
residence hall contract termination.
Medicine.
Children
with
asthma.
are
also
wide
fluctuations
in
the
hours,
Murphy said, without the
"A thorough review takes time,"
.
cannot
participate
in
sports
and
level
of
the
drug
in
the
bloodstream
concentration.
that causes nausea
Davis said. "Any case on appeal
doSen
•.
It
often
·causes
and
break-through
wheezing.
other
strenuous
activities,
she
said.
between
has no deadline until it is resolved."
Only two .children had ·comAsthma is a chronic pulmonary nausea immec;liately aftel"taking the
"break-through" · plaints that might be .associated
disel!se in which the airways in the ·drug and
lungs are constricted. Almost no air wheezing often occurs before ·it is with Theo-Dur, Murphy said. One
can get into or out of the lungs, time for the next dose. These had an occassional headache and
causing wheez.ing, coughing, and a drawbacks result in children not another had a mildly upset stomach
taking their medication up to sq the first few days of the test.
feeling of suffocating.
The .new drug is "Theo-Dur," a percent of the time, or more, in
Murphy said, "Life is much
long-acting fodn of theophylline, a long-term treatment · programs, more normal. The children can
drug which relieves asthma sym- Murphy said.
participiue in sports and their
Murphy and Dr. H. William friends don't have to know they
ptoms by dilating the airways in the ·
have asthma.
"It's not Nobel Prize-winning
.
.. .
I I
.
_,.
.
research," 'she said, "but millions
of kids in the United States have
asthma, and maybe we've found
revlt;~We
somelhingthatwillhelp."

ASUNM Election
Poll workers needed!

* * *

Symptom relief given

KODAK FIL\1

KINKO'S
l 112 < rnl

~~

1f>X

~SIS

biggest ·problems that most of the·
students t~re encountering i~ that of
being. unable to meet American
students," Brodkey said.
Broctkey said several of the
students who graduated from the
program last semester are now
attending UNM on a full-time
basis..

Albuquerque Civic Light

Opera Association
presents

Popejoy ~-Iall
March 29-30-31
Aprill*-5-6-7-8*
*matinees only

•

1

...

still watJts to
a
talc "vith
you
•
career1n
or

Computer
Talk to IBM before you make any job decision. If you
haven't discussed your career future with IBM before,
take time for a.frank disCl)ssion about oppbrtunities
for growth at IBM.
_Stop by the placement office to see detailed job
descriptions and arrange a convenient time for an
interview. If you are not able to meet with us but·
-.would like to know more about a career in IBM·, write
Mr. HarleyThronson, Corporate College Relations
Manager, IBM Corporation, 3424 Wilshire Boulevard,
Los Angeles~ CA 900-10.
..._

--..----------- -·- =---':' =®
~

~---

==~

An Equal OpportuMy Employer

IBM will be here Tuesday,Apri/17.

l'
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The Game Remains the Same
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Baseball.in the -Summer

By ED JOHNSON

There used to be an old woman
who would take a shotgun and
scare off the kids who would
trespass to play in the creek which
ran through her property,
But it didn't matter to the kids;
there was always something to do,
even in a place as small as Ponderosa.
They could go down to the bar
and roll the drunks into an arroyo,
or they could drive their bikes off
of home-made ramps and come
crashing down to the earth with
nothing more serious than a
scratched elbow. Or they could play
baseball.
There is a field in the northern
New Me11ico town, and although it
doesn't serve much of a purpose
today it used to.

It used to be that kids would
become the heroes of summer on
that field. Bob Gibson would be
imitated a thousand times over
during a single summer as would

Roberto Clemente and· Maury·
"H'.!'s throwing Yoll a curve
Wills.
ball," somebody said.
Out there on third base, Brooks
Robinson was performing the
impossible with his battered glove.
At the plate, Willie Mays stood
poised with a bat held together only
by tape and made up of a billion
splinters of wood. Behind the plate
Johnny Bench was catching with a
torn mitt and an unprotected face.

Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig, Miller
Huggins and all other former Bron11
Bombers may now rest easy, a new
dynasty has been established in the

Big Apple.
The New York Yankees' years of
decline are only memories. The new
Bombers are the defending World
. Champions and look to retain that

~-')'(~Nf!l(~iYAtK:!:iM<'?AitMM(.;·,>:We;~~~X-'~;·~l~~·1

~

UNM Summer Sessions

~ t!~J~:i~~~;~o I
~~.'·

Gundalajara, Mexico
Directed by l'rof.
George Huaco
Dept. of Socialog.y
~ Courses in Mexican
~ cultu.re and literature,
~ bilingual education
• socialogy, and
spanish language.

'· .· '
1

Madrid, Spain
Directed by Prof.
Angel Gonzales
Department of
Modern and Classical
languages. Courses
in Spanish language,
culture and literature.

Earn 6 hours and
pay only regular tuition·
'

contact Office of International
programs ~md services, 1717 Rom a.
277-4032

title this year.
Hard throwing Ron Guidry(25-3,
1.73 ERA) heads up a mound staff
strengthened by the recent addition
of Tommy John and .Luis Tiant.
The defense is first rate and is led
by Graig Nettles at third and last
year's Series' MVP Bucky Dent, at
shots top.
On offenseWillie Randolph and
Mickey Rivers supply the speed
while Chris Chambliss, Thurman
Munson and Reggie Jackson supply
the power.
Boston will again be the Yankees'
closest competition in the East. ·
Their chances of dethroning the
Yankees were damaged by the
departure of Tiant(Yankees) and
Bill Lee(E11pos)' from the pitching
staff. The Boso11 hopes will depend
on Dennis Eckersley and Bill
Campbell turning in good years on
the mound.
Milwaukee, Cleveland, Detroit,
Baltimore and Toronto round out
the East but none of these teams
should mount a serious challenge to
either Boston or New York.
In the West, a power shortage in
Kansas City will give the improved
Texas Rangers their first-ever AI
West title.
Texas has several dependable
starters and the bullpen has been
strengthened by the addition of
Sparky Lyle and hard throwing Jim
Kern. The offense boasts .300 hitter
AI Oliver and power hitter Richie
Zisk with sUPJ?Orl from Oscar
Gamble and John G_rubb.

1
~

k
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Junior didn't quite understand
this ~nd assumed that Bobby W~s
cheatmg ?om~ how, so hi: threw h1s
bat at hun. A.fter the game was
resumed, the Pitcher flung.the ball.
right down the middle and· Junior
sent it 011 t past the barbed wire
fence. Junior didn't want any
fooling around. He wanted. his
baseball straightforward. and
simple,

At the time, it was real enough,
"You won't even s~e this one
Everything was simple then. The
coming at you,'' boasted the pitcher. "I'm going to blow it right rules were simple: hit the ball and
get to a base as quid;ly as possible.
past you, man."
Junior was by far the best hitter The eligibility rule was simple:
in town, He was a quiet youngster anybody could play. There were no
with short legs and a crew cut. But age or se11 requirements involved,
he could slug the ball farther than only desire.
anyone else and was always the first
The gam~s would start when
player chosen during pick-up there were at least two people, a
games. He paid no attention to the ball and a bat, They would end
pitcher's remarks.
· when the sun had finished shining
He swung, and missed. Again the or when the Ice Cream Man and his
pitch came and again Junior music-sputtering van would appear
missed.
_ and enough kids had a dime to

Bronx Bombers May Rest Easy
By TIM WITTHAUER

~pare.

continued on

~~e
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A couple of the kids went into the
army, one went to modeling school,
one bec!!·me a sports writer and still
another was killed in a car wreck.
And while none of those kids
ever pitched against Henry Aaron
or batted agajnst Don Drysdale,
they still had their summers.
For when it was summer, they
could roll Jhe drunks into . the
arroyo, crash their bikes into the
ground, scrape their elbows and
knees and play ball.

••

. Kids Offered Duke Passes

MLB.Piay Opens Today
The major league baseball season Cincinnati to play the Reds.
The openin~were e11pected to be
\lpens today as California travels to
Seattle and San Francisco heads to marred by the fact ·that 50 major
league umpires remained on strike
Tuesday morning.
The regular season will last until
the end of September with the AllStar game scheduled for July 17 in
Seattle's Kingdome. The Hall of
Fame game is set for August 6 and
will feature the Texas Rangers.
against the S~n Diego Padres.

Across from UNM

.
·'(
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RestaRun
Planned·

Main office: 200 Lomas Blvd., NM
Albuquerque lntemational Airport
225 San Mateo• Blvd., NE
2300 Louisiana Blvd., NE/ Atrlsco &
Central SW/ Carlisle & Montgomery NE
Eubank & Montgomery NE
An Equal OJ)portunity Employer M/F

Member FDIC

AMERICAN
BANK OF
COMMERCE
.

.

, ...: A BSI Bank

The l.J i\11\1 Child Care Co-op and
the Student Co unci I for Exceptional Children, in conjunction
with the 1979. UNM Fiestas, will be
sponsoring a "Run. for a Child"
. Sunday, April 29, at 8 a.m. at Kit
Carson Park.
. .
The run, which will •covet a
distance
r0,000 meters, will raise
money for the SCEC and .the CCC.
The Child Care Co-op last semester
sponsored. a similar run in con. junction
;with
the
1978
Homecoming activities.
·. Awards will· be given to -the first
three places· in the' seven age.
categories. The race is open to the
public anll lnform.ation .cuncerning
the race is available by contacting
the Child Care Co-op.
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The Albuquerque Dukes, in cooperation with one of their-advertisers,
are again offering young baseball fans in the Duke City season passes to
the Sports Stadium for $2.
The pass, given to all kids 14 and under who pay the $2 membership fee
and join the Valley Gold Dairies Junior Duke Club, is good for general
admission to all the Dukes 74 regular season home games. Members of the
Junior .Dukes Club also receive a Dukes iron-on patch.
Application forms for the Valley Gold Dairies Junior Dukes Club are
available at most Albuquerque elementary and middie schools, or they can
be pick~" ·.1p at the Dukes' office at the Sports Stadium.
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to
been over amdous about.
mypla.y,"Goffsaid.
"1 became too nervous and
wasn't rela11ing. Now I'm opening
up my stance and just trying to
rneet the ball. I was thinking too
much about it before."
She's been playing the game for
I0 years now, having first played
team ball as an 11-year old on a
women's team in Carlsbad.
And somewhere during her
travels as a young and promising
infielder; she ran into UNM coach
Susan Craig. Craig gave her a good ·
offer to come play ball for New
Mexico and Goff accepted.
"I had played against Susan Jor
years and I knew she was ·a good
coach and I wanted to play for
her," Goff said.
:When Goff got here, Craig made
her a catcher. "I had never caught
before I came here. I still haven't
grasped everything, but I enjoy it.
There's a iot of pressure playing

The Albuquerque Dukes will arrive in Albuquerque ar5;49 p.m., April
8, on Texas International !light 920.
.
The team will hold a Press Day on April 10 at .3 p.m. at the Sports
Stadium which' will be open to the public as well as the press. H will be the
first chance for local fans to see this year's Dukes in action.
The Dukes open their season at 7:30 p.m., April II, at the Sports
Stadium against the Vancouver Canadians, the Triple-A farm club of the
Milwaukee Brewers.
.
Along with Duke baseball, Albuquerque fans will be able to see the
debut of Superfan, the Dukes new mascot, a dazzling pre-game fireworks
display, and the presentation of P.C.L. Championship rings to last yc:_ar's
.Dukes.
Free tickets for Opening Night are available at Zody's Department
Store. Zody's will also furnish the many prizes which will be given away
during the game.

Stop by and see us·,
we're your kind of folks

2706 Ce.ntral, SE

For a while there, Tammy Goff signals. I used to play shortstop and depending on her and if she lets us
was iri a slump, but hardly anybody I didn't realize the pressure a down, she won't be the only one
·
catcher has," she said.
knew it.
upset."
Part of 'the job is soothing the
The Lobo catcher got off to what
Goff doesn't seem the kind who
she called a "slow" start but her pitcher. She said, "Whenever a would gel upset easily. That may be
batting average remained around pitcher gets upset, I go out and tell the best reason nobody knew Goff
her that the whole team !s was in a slump.
.300.
But now that she's out of her
slump, a meager ,300 average won't · -;::========================,
do. She batted a .727 during the
.._.,.
....
·
II!
Wildcat ·Invitational last weekend
--~·--!,
~s-and upped her total batting average
"''"-

Dukes Here Sunday

.

bo'ckers. 23-1 in four innings
Last year, the New York Yankees
marking the first time a diamond were again the best. The faces were
field was used to play a baseball different, thesalarieswcrediffercnt
game between two clubs.
but the game remained the same.
Everything was fine until SepToday players hit the free agent
!ember of 19.20. A grand jury in- market in search of the almighty
vestigation led to the indictment of dollar, Bernie Carbo of the Car·
eight Chicago Whiteso11 players dinals went that route and when
charged with throwing the 1919 nobody picked him up, the Cards
World Series to the Cincinnati took him back and gave him a raise
• of about $50,000 to go along with
Reds.
But along about that time caflle a it .
beer-filled legend. The guy's name · Ticket prices are hiked up, beer
was George Herman Ruth and prices have gone up and so has the
when he wasn't stuffing his face. cost of hotdogs. It's all part of this
with hotdogs, he was slamming modern world.
But if they ever stop making
baseballs out of Yankee Stadium.
Lou Gehrig was· his teammate hotdogs or brewing beer or playing
and in 1927 the New York Yanl\ees baseball, the .modern world wlll
were the best.
have gpne too far,

Tammy Goff Comes Out of Slump

Sports- Notes.

EARN ·INTEREST EVERY MONTH
Earn interest of 5%
compounded daily-paid
monthly on our savings accounts

No matter how hard baseball
tries to destroy itself, the game lives
on.
And baseball has tried to kill.
itself in a million separate ways.
Umpires go on strike, players go on
strike, players are traded or bought
or sold. Money has become today's
prime goal for baseball people.
But the game still survives.
While there may be some controversy on exactly how the game
came into being, nobody can argue
over the fact that baseball has been
played for over a hundred'years on
countless number of fields in
countless number ·Of towns.
ln 1846 in a picnic ..field in
Hoboken, N.J., the New York Nine
defeated the New York Knicker-

Any day when the hot, white
summer sun showed its face, was
liable to become a day .of baseball.
on any given day, any person could
become the hero and on .the next
day become the goat. With summer
baseball anything is fair.
· '
.
.
.
A~ything was fa1r w1th the ellcepllon of .the end of su~mer,
Somehow that never seemed nl!,ht.
The summer dreams ended as the
kids grew up. The old lady with the
shotgun died and the field became
buried under tumbleweeds.
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continued from page a

The royals have· a solid pitching
corps, but could have trouble
scoring enough runs to challenge
Texas if AI Cowens doesn't
rebound from a subpar season
(5HR,63rbis) at the plate in 1978.
If Frank Tanana and Joe Rudi
return to top form, California will
have an outside shot at the title, but
a mediocre pitching staff could hurt
their chances.
Chicago, Seattle, Minnesota and
Oakland complete the division.
The ·Dodgers ·have the inside
track to the Naiirinal. League title
again 'this year. Their only
weakness could be the bullpen if
Terry Forster has serious arm
trouble.
San Francisco could thallenge
the Dodgers, bUt fielding could be
their downfall. Cincinnati does not
have the pitching tb make a run at ·
the title and Houston, Atlanta, and
Sa~ Diego are not yet ready to take
the~r place among the legitimate
challengers.
Philadelphia looks to be the East
winner again, simply because none
of the other 'teams is strong enough
overall to take the title from them.
Predictions: Yankees over Rangers
for AI.. title: LA over PbUadelpl!ia

build . . . soft.
So you've got a few problems
with your shape. Don't
worry about it, do something about it. And a
good way to get
startc:: c;J IS by reading the next issue
of "Insider" -the
free supplement to
your college newspaper
from Ford.
You'll find tips on exercise,
training and sports,. And you'll discover
a few of the unusual ways some athletes
stay in shape. It's not all runnin_g and
weight lifting. And you,'H also f_md
some very interestmg mformat1on about
how to shape up your ride with the
great lineup of '79 Fords. .

600 calories.
Tennis elbow.
Great for resting
on table tops.
Belt overhang, makes
tying shoes a problem.

-~-------:._ Stiff knee. Used mainly

Look. lor "llilider".
Ford'• eoatillainl•eriel ol

to walk to refrigerator
and back.

cou•a• aewiJNiper •upplemeau.

Swollen ankles.

~~-----Ail•around gluttony.

FORD
•.

..

iUid would }'Ou believe, NY wins it
llllllpin. .
.. .
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~------Hasn't touched hi•

FORD DIVISION
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School teachers~
zoo course set

Rolling
Derby
juggler· ~,
delights
children

COLE PHOTO

A career in law.:...
without law school.
After just three months of study at The Institute for
Traini'ng In exciting Philadelphia, you can have a
stlmulatmg and rewarding career in law or businesswithout law school.
P~raleg~l

As a lawyer's assistant you will be performing many of
the duties traditionally handled only by attorneys. And at
The Institute for Paralegal Training, you can pick one of
seven different areas of law to study. Upon completion of
your training, The Institute's unique Placement Service will
find you a responsible and challenging job in a law firm
bank or corporation in the city of your choice.
'
The Institute for Paralegal Training is the nation's first
and most respected school for paralegal training. Since
1970, we've placed over 2,500 graduates in over 85 cities
nationwide.
If you're a senior of high academic standing and looking
for an above average career, contact your Placement
Office for an interview with our representative.

We will visit your campus·on:

Thursday, April19
The
Institute
.
. for
Paralegal
Training®

Michael
Anthony,
a
magician with the Rolling
Derby Circus, delighted a
group of children from the'
Child Care Co-op yesterday
in the SUB.
Relying heavily on audience fascination and participation, Anthony juggled
balls, boxes and household
items and created balloon
sculptures. ·
The
hour-long
show
traveled through the eating
areas on the first floor
drawing wide-eyed grins and
applause.

235 South 17th Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 732-6600

.J.il~

The ASUNM Film Commiffee
presents

I

An Evening with
Bruce ·Conner

....

I

·. ,
(partl)
· .
Wednesday. night at 8:00 p.m.

i
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SUB Theatre
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VOTE APRIL 11
for

I

Snow is
a shock

;'

Rma.ld_l
~t
t~e. Education
Admm1strat1on ?utldmg, are due by
May 4. Applicants must· have

•

.

completed a:t least60 credit hours at
UNM with ·a grade-point average of
at least 3 o Rina)d'1sa'd
1
·
· ·'

P·u bll c meet•In QS set
· ess ar·ea
0 n .WI•1 d. ern
·

A. recomme~dation tha_t El Mal~ais lava flow south of Grants, New
public
which
admimste.rs the area, will host the meetings in Albuquerque and Grants to
take pubhc comment.
·
The fi~st is ·scheduled for today in the Cochiti Room of the Albuquerque
Convention Center from 7 to 9 p.m. The Grants meeting will be held
Thursday at the Grants State Bank from 7 to 9 p.m.
The mee~in~s a.re part of .a 45 day comment period ending April 25 to
gather pubhc 1mpilt on the wilderness recpmmendation. Written comments
are also. being solicited and should be addressed to the State Director
Bu rea .u of Land Management, P.O. Box.l449,. Santa Fe, New Mexic~
8750 1
Mex1~0 be designated a wilderness IS the subject of two upcoming
meet!~gs. The Bureau. of Land Management's Socorro District,

Free public- lecture
slated for this week
British author Nigel Nicolson, co-editor of the "The Letters of Virginia
Woolf" and author of the best selling "Portrait of a Marriage " will give a
'
free public lecture April6 at UNM.
Sponsored by the UNM English department Nicolson will discuss
"Virginia Woolf and Bloomsbury" at 3:30 ~.m. in Room 101 of
Woodward Hall.
·
. Nicols?n is ~est kn?wn for "Portrait of a Marriage," which chronicles
the relationshiP of h1s parents. His mother was poet and novelist Vita
S~ckville- West and his father was diplomat and historian Sir Harold
N1colson. One reviewer said the book is "one of the truly fascinating and
civilized books of our time."
~is mother ~as a close friend of Virginia Woolf and other writers,
pamters and philosophers who comprised the London circle known as the
Blo~msbury group which flourished in the 1920s and 30s.
• N1colson has also written ~ooks on politics, architecture and social
h1~tory. He re~ently wrote a biography of Mary Curzon, wife of British
V1ceroy of lndJa Lord Curzon.
.
A gr~duate of E~on and BatHol College, Oxford, Nicolson served in the
Grenad1er Guards m North Africa and Italy during World War Jl. He has
also founded_ a publishing firm, served in t.he British. Parliament and
headed the Bntish United Nations Association.
Nicolson. is currently on a lecture tour through the Southwest and
western Canada.

"Photography in New Mexico"
by Van Deren Coke, to be
published in April', contains more
than 100 photographs tracing the
history of photography in New
Mexico ft9m its beginnings 120
years ago, to the 1970s. Publication
will coincide with the opening of an
exhibition on the same theme at the
UNM Art MuSeJ,!m.
"Haunted Highways" by Ralph
Looney, editor of the Albuquerque
Tribune, will be printed in
paperback this April. Originally
published in hard-cover in I%8, the
book is illustrated with 150
historical and contemporary
photographs. For the reader who
wants to go out and explore the
towns for himself, "Haunted Highways" provides an up-to·d~te map.

JIM ANAYA

Ct!ADWICII PHOTD

After weeks of warm, spring-like weather, some students
were shocked to wake up Tuesday and find black clouds in
the sky and snow on the ground. .

UNM Press to publish
books by N.M. writers
By ROBIN LICHTENSTEIN
The UNM Pres~ will publish 12
books this spring by several New
Mexican authors.

.

Paid for by Committee
Ia eleciJim Anaya

Government??

the growth of the city management
profession ·in the U.S. Author
Richard J. Stillman II describes the
roots and evolution of the
profession. The paperback edition
will be published in April.

W. Stitt Robinson interprets the
events
accompanying
the
movement· of people and institutions to the southern frontier in
"The Southern Colonial Frontier,
1607-1765." It will be published for
the first time in hard•cover in July.
Richard L. Jackson, in "Black
Writers hi Latin America,"
analyzes how blacks have interpreted their experience in the
New World. The book, to be
published in July will include
writings of many black Latin
Americans, translated for the first
tim".

"The Dust Bowl ~ Men, Dirt,
and Depression" by Paul Bonnifield is a treatment · of those
portions of Oklahoma, Texas, New
Mexico, Colorado and Kansas that
suffered drought and wind erosion
in the 1930s. Bonnifield'saccountis
based largely on personal interviews
and local sources. It will be
published this month,

The nationalist movement in
Peru is the theme of "Jose Carlos
Marialegui and .the Rise of Modern
Peru, 1890-1930." The author,
Jesus Chavarria, spent two years in
Peru researching this book.

"Palestinian Costume and
Jewelry" by Yedida Kalfon
Stillman, is a catalog of the Santa
Fe Museum of International Folk
Art's ·collection of Palestinian
clothing and jewelry. lt will be
published in paperback this month,

"New Spain's Far Northern
Frontier - Essays on Spain In the
American West, 1540·1821" is ail
anthology of Southwestern history
"Western Movies," edited by during the colonial period. Edited
William T. Pilkington and Don by David J. Weber, the book will
Graham, is a collection of include selections by Mexican and
previously published essays on Spanish historians. It will be
unportant films such as "The published in July in hard-cover and
Virginian," "Stagecoach," "Fort paperback.
Apache," and "High Noon." The
In his book, "International
essays provide critical analyses of
Westerns. The book will be Economic Sanctions," Donald L.
Losman analyzes the economic
published in May.·
impact of the United States'
The story of American business sanction against Cuba, Arab
in its formative yeam is portrayed in sartctions against Israel, and
"The Fist in the Wilderness'' by multinational sanctions against
David Lavender. Printed in hard- Rhodesia. Losman outlines the
cover in I%4, it was hailed by the requirements for effective in"Library Journal" as the "fint~t ternational economic sanctions. It
single-volume history of the fur will he published in June.
First published in 1974, "The
trade to appear.~· lt will be
published in paperback this mor~th. Rise ol' the City Manager". traces

AU DOC (Disabled .On Cam·
pus) members and frh.:!nds at·
·. tend meeting for endorsement
··of ASUNM candidate.s.. ··, ·~, · ;<'}
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Come in for
free hair
.
analysis and
. consultation. We
specialize in hair cuts.
and perms. for men
and women.

'·

Thil m1n elurlstl the F.B.l ~ IJdrltlilion hy tli•ppB~ring 1Hdtt88n $wstl811 snd NIVI York, ~Bsmingly
in mid-sir.

SPAIN'S GREATEST
FLAMENCO GUITARI

·IN CONCERT
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candidate for
ASUNM VICE-PRESIDENT

Speskefl Committee

ASUNM

.

include: Permian Strqta,
Mongoloid, Crossroads and Valse Triste.

.t' ..

How can we get
efficient, effective
student government?

Want Responsible

screenin~s will

(

Present. and future elementary school teachers will be able to take a
three-credit course through UNM this summer intitled ''Utilization of the
Zoo for Elementary School Teachers."
Th~ COI!rse will offer basic information on the history and purposes of
zoos as w~ll as to famili11rize students with the layout of the Rio Grande
Zoo, said Carol Kreis, information officer.
"The course will cover animal classification and adaptation as well as
sug~est ~ames for teachers to use in their classes to learn about animals "
Kre1s sa1d.
·
'
"After taking. the course, teac~ers will be able todevise a curriculum for
the study of ammals and be the1r own tour guides when they bring their
classes to th.e zoo," she said.
The class will meet at the Rio Grande Zoo every weekday from June 1129, from 12:30 p.m. to 3:30p.m.

Schoi~Jrship applicationS""":
· aval1~ble for students

. The UNM Colle~e of Ed_uca.tJOn
IS currently acceptmg apphcallo.ns
for the f:ielen Easterly Memonal
Scholarship and the Chester c.
Travelstead Scholarship, named in
honor
of·
distinguished
Albuquerque educators.
The sclw!arships each carry a
$250 yearly award •. renewable ror
up to four consecutive semesters at
$125 per semester, said 'John
Rinaldi, assistant Dean for Student
Affairs.
The Travelstead Scholarship,
named in honor of the former
UNM provost, ·was established in
1977 for outstanding College of
Education students committed to
teaching in New Mexico public
schools for at least two years after
receiving their baccalaureate
degrees from UNM.
The Easterly Scholarship was
named in honor of Albuquerque
Public Schools ·social sciences
teachers. It was established in .1978
to aid outstanding students in the
secondary-education .department. ·
Applications, available from
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l9 SEA WORLD DZ, Oq,.; 60129, S;wramc;mo, CA

~58~0.

04(27
I,AKE TAHOE, Calif! F.on!,.ltic tips! $.1 ,700·
$4,000 summer! Tholl~and!i .~lill needeti, ('p~in9S,
Rcsunmmts. Ran"'hc.o;:, Crt~i~crs, Scpd Sl.LJS' fur
-no:o; 60129,
llPrlh;ulion/inro, to LAKEWORLO
Sacto., CA ?!i860.
D412'7
·sUMMER PAY Ct'<MI' Needs: e>p, Am & Crofts
Dircc!or, ·\!amp couo.~clof.'l, WSI qtmlificP hclpfql,
Sc_ncJ n::lltlmc:: 10 Jewish ('nrmuunity CQ~tnl'il AOO
~m1i..;iam1 Jllvd. SE, Albuqucrquc •. NM.
t'·' 17
HOMEWORK.ERS WANTEOi $~()() p<J 1111111
mailing c-irc4d!!r~. _Cl.uuantccd earnings! Wl'il,•:
MYRIAJl. O<J• 1893S, Denton, TX. 7fi~OI.
04 <Jj
JO~SI

LOBO CLASSIFIED
5. FOR SALE

15 cents a word

J%8 MER~URY COUGAR··good condition-·b•t
il(Wds .~omc work. C~II243~7J87 Qr 266-647~ . .$500.00
or VW of c-omparilbl~ valu~.
tf/n
l.EICA M3; 'OMM F2 Sumlt:ron. Recent factQry
overhaul and conversion'to single strpke, $_)50 ol' bc5J
qrfer. 262·0379 evenings ami weekends.
1f/n
HONDA CIVIC STATION was;on, 1977, excellent
condition. Call ~62·0379 evenings or weekend$._ ·lf/n
1?70 PlYMOUTH DUSTER, runs-excellc!l! $77S.OO,
266·3592.
04/06
1974. VOLVO. ECONOMJCAL'·28mpg highway,
22mpg cily. Sufc~~3800 pounds, dilik brakes. Fuel
injcelion, new chtlch, Outstanding condhfon,
FOUND: CAMERA ANJJ set of k<ys. J~cntify &
$3300/bcM offcr.·277-)247, 831-3494 after 6:QO.
claim Rm. 216 Journalbm. BI<Jg.
04/0fi
. 04/06
FOUND: SMALl. BLACK & brown dog, ncar Orand
&JrccW!ly. 344.5852.
lf/n
FORO ECONOLJNE 100 Van. Aulo.. air, new tires,
E.1(ccllcnl colldition, rcgul_ar gas, Phone Sama 'Fe 983toST: SET OF Keys. Reward. ~65-0009.
04/09
6574.
04/0~
FOUND: IN MJT('JiELL Hall Tues. a.m. 4/3.
1974
LTD.
SW,
4
seats.
cruise
till,
stereo
am.fm·.
Double ring of keys. Identify and claim Marron Hall
60,000 milesJ -very good condilion, must seH !hisl~oom lOS,
!rl•1
wee~, $20()0 o_r ~C-~1 offer •.265.0023.
04/1()
77 COUGAR XR7, many ex~ra-.. good gas milcu'gc.
$4995 or best offer, Call 898·94~0 al'tcr5.
04/05
CUSTOM BUILT SPEAKE~ system--excellent
perfurnmllCC:. Call Phil aflc_r 3:00, 292~2242.
04110
KINKO'S TVf'INO SERVICE (lllM Selcclric) and GET YOUR LEVIS Jeans while th<y lost nt $8.95,
now 3 minute Passport Photos. No appolnunc!ll. pre-wash~:ll faclorie.'l. ClilifOrnia Fashion O~,tllcl
,268·8515. We do keys.
tfn ;u:w.~s from UNM on Cenlral, corner Cor'ncll, 2324
Ql\ TYPING SERVICE. A complete t)'ping 11mi Central SB.
04/JO
cditoriul system. 'T'echnicnl, seneral, legul, mcdict~l, OALS TOPS $3.00, 2 for $S.OO. Guys Hhins $L 75 1
scholastic. Chnrts& lnblcs.345·2125.
04127 all colors and ttizc.~. -ai California Fa.~hion Otttlct.
TYPIST .. 'rERM PAPERS, Thesis, Resumes. 299~ 2324 C'crural SE across UNM corner Central and
8970.
04/1~ Cornell, lOam 1o6p.i1.
04/10
GUITAR J.llSSONS: ALL styl"· Marc's Ouilar CALIFORNIA FASHION OUTLET 2324 Cen1ral
SIUdi<>. '265.-3315.
•
tf/n SE corner Ct.unell, open lOam to 6pm, Mon. to Sat.
Name brand clothing for guys ~ gal.~ at wholesult
~4 I lOUR TYPING smlcc. 255-94~6. K42·1JK3, prices or Jcs,, Shirls,jcons.t·shirts,tops. blou~e.s, etc.
Jcnn.
()4/1 I
04/10
EXPERT BIC'YCW REPAIR '" roasonnble prices. REPAIRAIII.E CAMPER-TRUCK, $6l0, Orcg, 243.'
All work guaranlccd, Or ~o your own rcpaln ming 54](,,
04/04
our .'ihop fllcilhic.~. Instruction uvallublc.
Albuquerque- Bi_ke ('o.Opl06 Girmd SE Room I 1'7.
265·5 I7(),
04104
TYPIST•-TERM PAPERS, Thcsi!i, Resumes. 299·

COMMISSION M~.~S""STUD~NT org~oii.atlon
need.~ salcJipcnmn:oi to sell li_tc_r_;try/arl~ publicati_on.
t:•<Jnmct Conception.~ Sou!hweM, Room ·lOS Marron
HaJJ, 277-StiSii mornings.
1f/n
PART~TJME JOU ·_grad!~<Uc: ~~~~~COlli only. -After..
nmm~ anP evenings. MI.!~\ be f\ll!e IP WPrk FridiJY ant!
~atur""Y nighis, Mwa b!i ~~ )'Car.~ old. Apply in
pcr.~<nh no plume c;alls ple<{sc. Saveway ~iqupr.Storl)~
at 570~ Loma:li N_E. 5516 Menaul N~. 04/17
COPY ~Ji()i' fiELP WANTED, f•ll & POI!·ilme
positions _Uvail;thle~ Apply in. p(irSQJl.onb:' .at_ Dataco,
1712 '-'(1mus NE .. See Rachel..
04/0S

oz.

.8.

NEW WAT!'ROED. $J09,9l l>uy, you I) dork

SUM~ER ,I,OBS, NOW! World ~ruiscr:-;! ·pl~a~urc

WOintll•li!Rincd noor fr;l!{IC, 2) Safet)' liner., "J) fine!fl

bo~p;J

No experience! <iood p~_y! Currlbettn, .1-taWaii,
World! Send $3.95 for apJllkatlo~ and dlrccl rcfcrrnls

PERSONALS

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contruc~pliml. ~lcrllilution, abonion. Right to C'hoosc,
~94-0 171.
04127

laJJ ,\enm matt rc-~s. anr. ~i1c with three y~;t1r :guarant~C'.
WutCr,Tri[l'i •. 3407Cemrul NE.
04/27

PR[iGNANCY TESTING /\NO coullsclin!'-. Phone
247~1J8iCJ.
04/2.7

PASSPORT nnd IDENTIFICATION PHOTOS. J
for $J.7$!! l.owc~t pri~cs in town! Fu~t. plcu!!ing,
rw:rr UNM. Cilll 2r,5-2444 (lr' cmnc to 1717 Girard
lllvtl. NH,
04127
C'ONTAC'rS'I7? I'()I.ISHJNG & SOLUTIONS.
Ca~cy OPik:ul Company. 26S-88.l16.

04/27
WI{ITl~ltS: /\N .EN(.ii,ISH Dcsn.-~ron~orcd tabloid
i'i now n~:~.;cplln~ poetry and pro~e (.fiction and non-

fiction) 'tUbml~sions. Wc rt:que'it tlml work be JYpcd
mrd ~lclivcrcd 10 llumaullic~ JtrJ1,272. ('ontrihutots
mus;t be UNM ~tmhnus, We c~nnot relllffl
llltllHI'>Criplli,

lfln

()I~EEN PI~AClliS

tf/o
DANCE TO TKO IIY< Sunday' 7:30·1):00 ot TilE
6STA11USIIMF.NT. Drlnk, dine & dtli!CC experience, {TKO will ~~l~o play Tues-Sat l)pm·l :.lOam
rnr the ne.I(J 4 wc~k"). Montgomery Jlfazu Mull. If/n
STU I)[() SPA.CH omd STOltE fur sale--perfect for
l'ihcr nrti~t to mnlntnin ..:t•ld!n ~pace, cla~o;c~ iifld si\lc
or 'illl}J1II~s--ll n[VCrt•il'l Urca--26S.9100/296-04DS.
04/05
KAI'PA ijJKE·A·TIION
h<lps oth<" geJ
along ... Atnil 8 at I :JOp111. Members of _the Kappa
Kapplt (l:umnu Sorority will ridt: their btcy.;lcs lO
mile., 1u r;1is<! $2000 for the <;hlldrcn'.s Psychiatric
('cmcr ~1l UNM and 1hc New Mc:o;ico Special
Olymplco;, l,lclm.•·plcdgc your donathln<;.
04106
CONCI'I'TJONS SOUTJIWilS'f, SPRING 1979
cdi!i(ll\ on -'><lie now iii Marron flail, Room lOS.
$2.00. Al~o. a few or Ihe la~t i~~uc!i will be 'iOid al a
~pedal pric~:.
04/27
DOG NCI'.IlS IIOMl'. lfalf-grown, 111tllc, Collie
cto'i'i, medium 'iili!, ln:rtutiful t:oat, itl1lllmu~ebrokcn.
Camlng!

· ApJlarc!UIY~thanduncd. Caii262-0I42.
04/09
If it's .illlflOri!HII to ypu, it's lmporHmt tu us. Cull us
or cmne by, AC.iORA/S'flJDENT CRISIS Ccutcr, 24
hour;,, 277·301.\, NW ~orncr of Mco;n Vhla Hall.
04/04
('AHOI: MOST SORRY ID have putt he ~iiiHllion in
the htn.h. 1\Jl<lfngic..; tire due. PICil'ic cull, John 11.
04/05

2.

LOST & FOUND

FOliNO: JAC'KllT IN Rm. 2018 orl'lneArtsC<mcr.
Cnll26S-9ll4.
tf/n
YASIIJ('A llSGX STOLilN. If found please rotnrn
to 124 Marron Unll. No questions asked.
tf/n
I.OST: JILACK I.EOAL Not<book in SUII. 3121.
Caii277.-SM6 a.m. Gayle.
tf/n
I'OUNI> IN FA Library: huH;;, gluvcs, • .su_ngl::.sses and
prc\ctiptton stmglMscs, blue ja~::kel, umbrella.
uotebook5 1 tl11:rmoo:;. De'lctibe und clulni in Fine Arts
tf/n
library. 271-2351.
REIVARlJI RHO I'EMAJ.E Dob<rman loSIJ/28179
viciltil}' Gtratd, Coal; 2ltR•1fi87. 247.. 2291.
04/06
I.OST: UROWN SCAKF 29 March at comer or
Central and Cornell. Ca112ft6·9721, Rcwiird.
if/n

·covered
'li'lragon

...................
IIMille11 ,__,,,

3.

SERVICES

--;=============;-

8'170,

04/17

<;iAI~D{:NING?-

START EASY. CusttJm ro10tllling
by appolnlmcnt. T1rn's Tilling. 268·6510.
04127
TYPIN(l, Al.l. I,IIASES tollcge work. a~;.-curate,
reasonable, ra~t.l44-5446.
04/06
SNOWEO UNDER? Ti'IESJS rescurch by
profe~'>iu1ml. MALS. SIO/hr. 881 ..7549.
04/09
TERM I•AI'I::RS TYI,l!D··Call Janis at 296·07(,2 or
883~5268. Corr<.'(:t grammar, spc_lling nnd form. 04/10
I~AVI3 PAPERS. THESIS lo type in hurry? Call
c~pcricnced typist, 26S-0023.
04/10

4.

UNITED Feature Syndicate·
Tuesday's Puzzle Solved:

TilE CITADEL··SUPERI! location ncar UNM &
dnwntown. Good bu~ 5Cr\licc every 30 minutes. t
bcdi'Dllin or .:rfi~:lcncy, Sl8S~Sl30. All utilitles ()aid.
Deluxe kitl.:hen with dishwasher & d\J;po!Hll,~
recreation room_, swimmil'lg pool, TV room &
laundry. Adult cumplcx, no pets. 1520 Uuivcn:hy
NE. 243-24\J.I,
04/27
NHAR UNM & UASI!S. Two hedroom with large
fcnC"cd in ynrd In nice neighborhood. $298 monthly,
$150 DO. Wntcr pold. 47M Southern SE. 256-9013,
appt.
04/05
FJNilLV FURNISliElJ 2 BEDROOM. centro! air,
plush tarpeting, yard. SIOO. 262·1751 VAlley Rcnla(s,
S3S fcc,
04/06
HOUSE FOR RENT, two bcdro()m$, 401 Carlisle
Ne~ Walk to UNM. $260/mo. plu~ gns and electri_c.
298.(J(J90 or 298-5846.
04/06
UTILITIES PAID, CAMPUS 3 bedroom, ap·
pli:tnces. ba!i<:mcnt stash. pets, $200. 262·1751 Valley
Rental' S3Sf..,.
04/06

CONTACTLENS SPECIAL
$10 Allergen Kit $3.5U
Call for Low Prices on Hard.
Soft or Semi-Soft Lenses

Casey Opt1cal Co
' .. :. '".
. ·· .....
;'

at Woshl119ton

;

..

nation
44 Hydrocar24 As ·
bon: Pl.
27 Separates . 45 Day of rest
28 Neophyte:
47 Useful
Var.
48 Strobiles
30- Minor
49 White poplar
31 Part of "to 50 Asia minor
· be"
region
32 Pond
51 Endures
33 Spur
52 Russ.
34 Spongers
53 Western alli35 Nonsense
ance
36 Publish
54 Toss
38 Discharged 55 Renovate
42 Civil wrong 59 Fedora

·' ,·.

~

~

•
t<'

't ,.c-.
..,; .
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;Rape similarities
being investigated
officer Rueben Rubio said APO
radio received a call at 7:45 a.m.
'from a woman who said she had
been raped and _robbed.
Officers responding to the call
found a 24-year-old woman tied
hand and foot in her. home.
Police said the woman had been
'gagged but 'had managed to free

herself enough to place the call. for
help. ·
The· woman described her
assailant as a 30-year-old black
male wearing disheveled clothes,
Rubio said.
She. said the man had raped her
and stole some checks and a
calculator before tying her with
some fabric and leaving.
Police broadcast the description
of the. suspect and an off-duty
sergeant spotted a man fitting the
description near the victim's
home.
The sergeant held. the subject
until other police arrived, Rubio
said.
Police took the suspect to the
City-County Dentention Center
and booked him for first degree
criminal sexual penetration and
aggravated burglary.
The
. suspect's
general
description and the method used
to commit yesterday's rape are
almost identical to those .used to
describe Tuesday's sexual assault
at the University's married student
housing complex, police said.

'new' .PO.II"cy
'Jj

'

. ·''

.,,

,,
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R.etailing
. discussed

The American Marketing
Association, a new group of
businet;S students, heard a
talk from Mayor David .Rusk
about retailing in the downtown area Wednesday at the
Anderson
School
of
Managf!ment.

Concert search·es to be continued
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Teachers·
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conference
to beheld·

Hoffmantown Theatre
Menaul & Wyoming
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Want Ads say it
in a Big Wayft
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searches at city rock concerts. The
ACLU suit was filed Jan. 12 on
behalf of three persons who haa
complained of arbitrary "patdown" searches conducted by
Albuquerque police at the Civic
Auditorium.
Dani(Hs said the case will
probably be handled out of court.
Since the filing of the suit, the
city has changed its public search
policy, employing 18-to-22-yearto
old

rock concert searches.
The city's' new policy also
requires booking agents to display
signs notifying concert-goers of
the searches, and to print search
warnings on the back of tickets.
"It might not be necessary to
continue the suit if the mayor
continues to use the new policy,,
said Daniels.
Agreeing with Daniels, City
Attorney George R. "Pat" Bryan
said, "It's silly to go on fighting
about the searches. A lot of
people don't want them, but the
city has responded and changed its

policy, while still protecting the
public and the performers.''
Bryan said searches are now
openly conducted and people are
first asked to be searched before
stronger measures are used.
"We're only searching for
weapons and liquor," said Bryan
of the new search policy. "We're
not out to arrest people, nor are
we interested in drugs."
He said concert goers are
allowed to take contraband and
weapons back to their cars.
"If they don't, he said, "Theil
the items are confiscated."

'Great imposter'
to speak Monday,

The first annual New Mexico
Teachers of English to Speakers of
Other Languages spring conference will be held this Saturday
Frank Abagnale, more com- cashing ·$2.5 million in bogus
beginning at 8:30a.m.
,
monly
known as The Great checks, Abagnale has appeared on
Speaking at the conference will
Imposter,
will lecture in Popejoy the Tonight Show and the Phil
be UNM linguistic professors John
Hall
on
Monday
at 8 p.m.
Donahue and ·Mike Douglas
Oller and Bernard Spolsky and
shows.
He will be a guest on the
former
Temple
UniversitY
tonight
Show again in late April.
Sponsored
by
the
ASUNM
professor, · Virginia French Allen, ·
Speakers
Committee
program,
who is currently consulting,
Tickets are now olf sale at the
Future concert-goers st. public auditoriums ma. y s. till ha.ve. Abagnale will discuss his exspeaking and writing on language
l)eriences
as
a
con.
artist
and
the
Popejoy
Hall Box Office and all
teaching and reading.
. .
to submit to sesrches if the city attorney and the ACLU five years that found him posing Ticketmaster locations. Admission
· Allen, the keynote speaker, will hsve their way. . ·
·
as an airline pilot, doctor, lawyer is $1. SO for students and $3 for
discuss "What teachers can do to
and professor, among other the general pubiic.
.
improve students' reading."
professions.
In addition to the three main
Signing interpreters for tlie
speakers, particil)ants in the
The amount listed on page
Once
wanted
~in 26 countries for
hearing
impaired will be present.
conferenc~ will be able to attend
one in Wednesday's LOBO as
their· choice of presentations,
the 1979•80 senate approved
speakers, demonstrations and
a.ilocation for the Interworkshops dealing with language·
national Center was incorrect.
learning.
. . .
The center • is scheduled to
· Students who have been invited to the UNM
Greeks, and other outstanding students will be
Registration fee for the con~
receive $13,311 instead of
.
Recognition
BanqUet have. until Tuesday to pick up. honored, &he said •
ferencf!, to be lield at the Ramada · 9112,961, s1,1bject to the aptheir tickets.
Special guests who have 'been invited to the
Inn East near I-40 and Eubank, is
. •
fjroval of the students.
The banquet, . sponsored by ASUNM and the
banquet include the University Regents, President
· $4 for New Mexico TESOL
Yesterday's .LOBO also
Greater UNM Fund, is designed to honor "those
and Mrs. William Davis, 'Vice presidents, provosts,
members and $5 for nonreported that ASUNM Sen.
students
who
have
done
special
things
oh
campus,"
deans of colleges and residence hall advisers, Barbee
members. Cost of the banquet
Doug Atwell voted against the
~d.
.
.
said
Assistant
Dean
of
Students
Mary
Barbee.
following tlie conference is $7.50 a
final budget pr.opcisal. Atwell
this
includes
students
who
are
members
of
..
.
person.
voted to approve the budget; ·
. The banquet will be held Tuesday, April 17, at
scholastic honorarles, student government, Residence
Perso.ns wishing to attend
Phil
Hernandez
Sen.·
6:30 p.m. in the SUB ballroom. Tickets for invited·
Hall Student Association, and the LOBO editorial 1 students are ftee. Additional ticketS" for guests cost
should contact Karen Goldstein,
disapproved, as did Sens.
staff, Barbee said.
~
New Mexico TESOL secretary, at
$5.50 and may be ·purchased at the Student Acrivltes
Eirik Johnson and Jeff. Piper.
Also,
members·
of
the
Trailblazers,
outstanding
931 Buena Vista SE •
Office.
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Banquet to honor students
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Hours: 8:30A.M., to 4:30 :P.M.
·Monday thru Friday
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Pleue plaee the following .cla.ilied acheo tiauwnt in the New Mnieo JJaUi
Lol:a
timel(s} hesinninl
.
· , ~.the headin1
(drcle one): 1. Penonllls;
2. IAit &: Found;
3. Serviea;
4. Houtin1;
5. For Sale;
6, Employment;
7. Travel
8. Mileellaneous.
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New ·Mexi.ca Dai·ly Lobo
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A course on· homeopathy, an
Homeopathy also purports that
alternative to western scientific symptoms produced by slicing
systems of medicine, is being onions, that is, water streaming
offered today at the Alternative from the eyes and sneezing, could
be stopped by a drop of onion
Community Center.
The center, at 106 Girard SE, is juice that had been diluted and
sponsoring . the course taught by shaken. The homeopathic onion
London homeopathic physician then results in a useful treatment
Karl Robinson April '5 from ,6:30 -for certain forms of hay fever,
to 8:30 p.m. The second session said a spokesman for the course.
will be held Saturday, April 7,
~~Vi',..r'S
from 9 to 5 p. Cost of the course
Jt;r vt'
is $4S per pemm.
.
Homeopathy was worked out by ,,.
a German physician, Dr. Samuel
Hahmimann, who began his ex·
periments in 1790. The method is
By·ERIN RUSS
based on the principles that the
Future
concert-goers wiU still
symptoms of illness caused by a
substance can be cured by that be subjected to the city's new
same substance· when administered "peer group" searches, even if an
out-of-court agreement is reached
in an extremely small dosage.
between
the ACLU and city atFor· example, an allergic
torneys.
reaction· to juniper could be
In an interview Wednesday,
reversed by an infinitesimal dose
of juniper. Or, an allergic reaction ACLU attorney Chuck Daniels
to penicillin could be counteracted said "there is a good possibility"
by a miniscule dose of penicillin.
athe ACLU will not pursue a
federal suit challenging the
consitutionality of random

'

I~

Mexico

Homeopathic
medi.cine
.course
.
beginning t·oday

Ad\!lts $2.00

265·88AO

r

By BILL. JOHNSON
Campus police, who ar!'l in-.
vestigating a rape at the
University's married housing
complex Tuesday, are checking
any similarities to another incident
which occurred Wednesday in
Southeast Albuquerque.
City police public information

HOUSING

Lomo1

OlDTOWN

It was the Deltas
against the rules •••
the rulet: lost!

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
45 Offspring
1 Ran away
46 Certain
5 Ethnic ·
48 Shorten
_52 Coalitiom.
dance
9 Swab again
2 words
)4 Italian island 56 Serpent
15 Egg-shaped 57 Fabric
16 Animate
58 Impart
17 Exclude.
59 Chi.ckens
18 Tableland
60 Inscribed
19 Forty- stone
20 Music abbr. 61 Notion
21 Muse of
· 62 Descended
dance
63 Flowers • ·
23 Crosswise 64 Corsage
25 Kind of trip 65 Parties
26 Pronoun
DOWN
27 - Spangled 1 - and fauna
Banner
2 Restrict
29 Under: Pre- 3 Ms. Wharton
fix
4 Tiny mark .
32 Eye part
5 Ruth's forte
35 Seethe
6 Observable
36 Untainted
7 Hand tool
37 Of speech
8 - and alack.
38. Having a
9 HI will
hairy coat
10 - Root
39 Emerge
11 Clubs:
40 Monster
2 words
41 Preposition 12 Done
42 Giant
13 Father: Fr.
43 Meadow
21 Kite part
44 Irritates
22 European

-5'"- c;

MISCELLANEOUS

One dollar minimum
1.
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